DETAILED INFORMATION
THE ICF CANOE SPRINT TIP PROGRAMME 2020

The ICF Canoe Sprint Development Programme continues in 2020. Two TALENT IDENTIFICATION PROGRAMME will be organised in 2020 with the logistical and financial assistance of the HUN Canoe Federation.

a/ TIP 01 Three weeks training Camp in Hungary in 03rd – 25th May 2020.

Training Camp in Hungary
Date: 03rd May to 25th May 2020

The athletes will be selected from the following 3 groups:

- Athletes who have qualified for the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games through the African, Oceania and Asian Continental Qualification, and enhancing their performance in preparation for the Games.

- Athletes who have been in the TIP in 2019 or before and their performance progressed well.

- Supporting new talented young athletes between the ages of 15 - 20 that have the potential to qualify for the 2024 Olympic Games and beyond.

Deadlines for the applications of the qualified athletes to Tokyo in the enclosed form:

Africa and Oceania: 01st March 2020
Asia: 15th April 2020
Americas: Due to the date of the Continental Qualification athletes will not be invited from this continent.

Deadlines for the application of the nonqualified athletes to Tokyo in the enclosed form: 01st March 2020.
Application shall be sent to csaba.szanto@canoeicf.com.

Remark: in the case that a federation wishes to take part in the World Cup 2 in Duisburg with the athlete(s) in the training camp needs to organize and cover all expenses of the participation.
b/ TIP 02 One Week Training Camp in Hungary followed by participation in the Non-Olympic Events World Championships in Szeged (Hungary) and participation in the Junior/U23 World Championships in Brandenburg (Germany)

Date: 02\textsuperscript{nd} July to 19\textsuperscript{th} July 2020

- The ICF prefers that a federation apply for the support of the same athlete in the TIP 01 and TIP 02 programme. (Those needs to travel to Budapest two times in 2020.)
- The ICF may also accept applications for different athletes from the same federation to the TIP 1 and the TIP 2 if the criteria will be fulfilled

Those athletes who show continual progress could be supported by various other TIP events in the coming 4 years.

Deadlines for the application 12\textsuperscript{nd} April 2020.
Application shall be sent to csaba.szanto@canoeicf.com

Financial information for TIP 01 and TIP 02

All the expenses (including boat rental, the travelling and stay expenses in Brandenburg during the Junior/U23 World Championships) of the participation in the listed projects will be covered by the ICF and HUN Canoe Federation excluding the airfares to and from Budapest and back to origin. These travel expenses, visa fees and insurance need to be paid by the federation.

Criteria for selection to any TIP programme:

- Talented young athletes between the ages of 15 - 20 that have the potential to qualify for the 2024 Olympic Games and beyond.
- previous performances in the TIP.
- the results in national, continental or international competitions.
- the athlete physical, physiological, technical level and training ability.
- ICF expects national federations to apply their best performing/potential athletes in their age class for participation in the TIP programmes.
- All registered athletes must present the alpha certificate of the WADA anti-doping programme. https://adel.wada-ama.org/.
National federations’ responsibility

In order that an athlete or a coach to be supported in any TIP project the national federation must:

- Fill in the enclosed application form and send it before the deadline.
- Arrange and pay the expenses of double or multiply entries to Schengen countries visa.
- Book and pay the air ticket(s) to Budapest and back to origin. In the TIP 02 the flight back to origin should be book from Brandenburg /Germany.
- Ensure travelling and accident insurance for the participants.
- Fill in and send back the attached survey together with the application form
- Must have paid the ICF and Continental membership fees.

Yours sincerely,

Simon Toulson
ICF Secretary General